College of Fine Arts and Communications Convocations
Brigham Young University
April 26, 2019
Harris Fine Arts Center
de Jong Concert Hall

Session 1: 9:00 a.m.
School of Communications

Session 2: noon
Department of Art and Department of Design

Session 3: 3:00 p.m.
Department of Dance, School of Music,
and Department of Theatre and Media Arts
School of Communications

Prelude and Recessional  Amber Dahlberg, organist

University Representative  Matthew O. Richardson  Advancement Vice President

Welcome  Ed Adams  Dean

Opening Hymn  “Because I Have Been Given Much”
   Music by Phillip Landgrave
   Text by Grace Noll Crowell
   Congregation
   Kelsey Dominguez Eastmond, conductor
   Music Education: K–12 General Music
   Amber Dahlberg, organist

Invocation  Marinda McKenzie Cummings
   Communications: Advertising

“The Power of One Step”  Camille Adriana Baker
   Communications: News Media

“Méditation” from Thaïs
   By Jules Massenet
   Arranged by P. Taffanel
   Christian Joseph Hales, double bass
   Music Performance: String
   Zachary Scott Adamson, piano
   Music Performance: Piano

“#thestruggleisreal”  Spencer Seth Norawong
   Communications: Public Relations

Presentation of Master’s Degrees  Rory Scanlon
   Associate Dean

Presentation of Baccalaureate Degrees  Robert Wakefield
   Associate Professor

Benediction  Rachel Nash Driggs
   Communications: Communications Studies
Department of Art and Department of Design

Prelude and Recessional
Amber Dahlberg, organist

University Representative
Sandra Rogers
International Vice President

Welcome
Ed Adams
Dean

Opening Hymn
“Because I Have Been Given Much”
Music by Phillip Landgrave
Text by Grace Noll Crowell
Amber Dahlberg, organist

Invocation
Kara Rosalie Hartley Smith
Visual Arts: Studio Arts

“Lessons with a Pineapple”
Melissa Tshikampabo Kamba
Illustration

“Learning to Teach”
Chloe Jennetta Welch
Art Education K–12

“The Creation of Life”
By Christopher Jed Madsen
Christopher Jed Madsen, piano
Music Performance: Piano

“To Be Close to You”
Annelise Woodward Duque
Art

“What We Are Designed to Do”
Sienna Lauren Forsyth
Graphic Design

Presentation of Master’s Degrees
Amy Petersen Jensen
Associate Dean

Presentation of Baccalaureate Degrees
Department of Art
Peter Everett
Professor

Department of Design
Brent Barson
Associate Professor

Benediction
Dyanara Casiño Banaña
Animation
Prelude and Recessional
Samantha Elizabeth Adair, organist
Music Performance: Organ

University Representative
Janet S. Scharman
Student Life Vice President

Welcome
Ed Adams
Dean

Opening Hymn
“Because I Have Been Given Much”
Music by Phillip Landgrave
Text by Grace Noll Crowell
Samantha Elizabeth Adair, organist

Invocation
Montana Katelyn Shugars
Dance

Sonate (1918)—I. Modéré
By Philippe Gaubert
Catherine Anne Winters Boyack, flute
Christopher Jed Madsen, piano

“Oh, the Places We’ll Go and the People We’ll Know”
Channing Christine Weir
Music Dance Theatre

Wedding Variation from The Sleeping Beauty
Music by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Choreography by Marius Petipa
Restaged by Shayla Bott
Morgan Hastings
Dance

Presentation of Master’s Degrees
Jeremy Grimshaw
Associate Dean

Presentation of Baccalaureate Degrees
Department of Dance
Brent Keck
Assistant Teaching Professor
School of Music
Gayle Lockwood
Teaching Professor
Department of Theatre and Media Arts
Adam Houghton
Associate Professor

Benediction
Abigail Claire Nielsen Hunsaker
Media Arts Studies
Grads of Art

Department of Art

MASTER OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Marilyn Edna Bambrough
Clark Adam Goldsberry
Edwin James Keyes

AUGUST 2019
Ye Liang
Marie Withers
Pricilla Anne Stewart
Fei-Ya Su

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Robert Arthur Williams

APRIL 2019
Shae Lewis Warnick
Nathan Thomas Williams

School of Communications

MASTER OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Andressa Ferreira Gaertner
Sara Leslie Bezdzian May
Alison Rachel Ostler
Ching Shih

AUGUST 2019
Raven Skye Alberson
Steven Bruce Pelham

School of Music

MASTER OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Leea Lorraine Bryant
Makaila Anne Bergeson
Dixon
Amanda Lenora Hamilton
Kimber Lee Magoffin
Lindy Jayne Brown Stats

ART

BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Leea Lorraine Bryant
Makaila Anne Bergeson
Dixon

APRIL 2019
Mia Kathryn Anderson
Jessica Kirkham Baldwin
Elizabeth Jane “Bette” Benson
Kandree Michele Eldredge
Moira Ann Facer
Camille Helen Forsyth
Dailie Marie Jeffs
Heidi Elizabeth Jensen
Christine Andrea McBie
Emile Yvonne Morgan
Brooke Taylor Newhart
Brynn Louise Rodriguez
Aimee Gerlach Twitchell
Trisha Jones Weekes

JUNE 2019
Paige Payne
Renee Michelle Stevens

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Maren Elmont Anderson
Mykaela Lauran Rogers
Melissa Carmen Noonchester
Swan

APRIL 2019
Katie Lynn Benson
Annelise Woodward Duque
Laurel Elizabeth Galli-Graves
Julian Lawrence Harper
Steve Gregory Stallings
Collin Edward White
Tanner K Williams

ART EDUCATION K–12
BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Mckenna Shurtleff Escobedo
Kimberly Ana Marie Nissinen
Ellen Elizabeth Ogilvie
Rachael L Siddoway

APRIL 2019
Natalie Ryanne Bryson
Bianna Janice Hedquist
Chloe Jennetta Welch

VISUAL ARTS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Alyssa Rachel Cook
Brando White
Aubrey Larsen Zhang

APRIL 2019
Connor Bedine
Samanta Avery Jameson
Amber Dee McLain
Ka Hee Shin
Kara Rosalie Hartley Smith

JUNE 2019
Emily Ann Aase
Jessica Moriah Hudson
Carly Margaret Smith

School of Communications

COMMUNICATIONS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Eleanor Candice Cain Adams
Maurissa Lashanna Ashby-Faulkner
Kai Leigh Bowen
Katherine Aubry Eldredge
Brown

AUGUST 2019
Tegan Maleah Chapman
Jacen Brock Christensen
Jordan Nicole Christensen
Spencer James Christensen
Stephanie Elizabeth Creer
Jeremy Grover Dance
Sarah Townsend Davies
Kamilla Jo Davis
Oliver Young-Hoon Dresden
John Charles Eastwood
Austin Driggs Elliott
Victoria Ashley Estrada
Shaylie Fawcett
Matthew Kent Fitzgerald
Cameron Chase Grossen
Jacob Vincent Gulisane
Alexus Marie Hanshaw  Grace Alexandra Barrus  Hector Martinez
Brittany Kay Hart  Erin Thurston Bayer  Dilan Gary Maxfield
Alex Brent Heiden  Sam Holden Bigelow  Kenner Casteel Miller
Michael Yeardley Henderson  Kiersten Nicole Bingham  Megan Jo Miller
McKenna Hill  Ashlyn Mackenzie Bodily  Aubrey Nicole Correia Moon
Landen Scott Holman  Alyson Lea Caffrey  Mallory Leslie Mortensen
Dallin Barton Hunt  Madeleine Ivy Chambers  Kennedy Ashton Neilson
Alycia Kayli Ikegami  Francis Elias Chandler IV  Kira Nielsen
Maxwell Hatfield Jensen  Cristina Marleny Bolaños  Adriana Acen Ojuka
Anthon Chase Johnson  Chávez  Sheldon Dee Packard
Kelsey Jennifer Johnson  Regan Nicole Crandall  Morgan Bauer Passey
Lauren Louise Johnson  Marinda McKenzie  Christopher Ray Petersen
Hannah Elise LaFond  Cummings  Kennedy Jaye Petersen
Landen Scott Holman  \[...\]  Heidi Phelon
Dallin Barton Hunt  \[...\]  Anna Lucia Pollock
Alex Brent Heiden  \[...\]  Sarah Elizabeth Pugsley
Brittny Kay Hart  \[...\]  Alexa Jade Reimschussel
Michael Yeardley Henderson  \[...\]  Monica Bullock Rich

APRIL 2019
Brent Hansen Allen  Hector Martinez
Olivia Oldroyd Allsop  Dilan Gary Maxfield
Jillian Grace Sawyer  Kenner Casteel Miller
Bradley Thomas Smith  Megan Jo Miller
Shane Stewarts  Aubrey Nicole Correia Moon
Whitman  Mallory Leslie Mortensen

JUNE 2019
Caitlyn Larsen Alldredge  Kennedy Ashton Neilson
Jenna Smith Alton  Kira Nielsen
Sadie Joy Anderson
Tessia Campbell Anderson
Marcus William Augustein
Laurie Jemison Bradshaw
Lindsey Ann Carroll
McCall Noel Castro
Maren Paris Cline
Karina Suzanne Crookston
Sarah Marie Embry
Jacob Anthony Frazier
Katherine A. Harris
Trenton Holland Harris
Phillip Michael Hiatt
Nathan Craig Israelson
Paige Elizabeth Johnson
Abigail Claire Keenan
Kiralyin Pili Laulu-Pututau
Sarah Michelle Matthews
Lauren Brittnay Nef
Erica Jane Ostergar
Natalia Marcela Pennington
Tomas David Santana Jr.
Lauren McMullin Schofield
Savannah Diane Steffens
Joe Stephens
Kelsey Bain Tan
Courtney Elise Tietjen
Tucker Strong Toolson
McKenzie Weaver
Erica Bowen West
Lilian J. Whitney
Justin David Wintch

AUGUST 2019
Megan Rachel Adamson
Ryan William Anderson
Emily Janeen Ashcraft
Kaitlin Elizabeth Baker
Gregory Kyle Ballif, Jr.
Luke Alexander Bogner
Benjamin Curtis Bolton
Madison Elise Brown
Elora Celeste Clement
Chad James Corbin
Cole Lawrence Davis
Jayne Price Edwards
Krista Marilyn Ek
Cooper Benson Epps
Rachel Maria Findlay
Tiffany Nicole Fischer
Ilan James Forsyth
Nicole Hales Frampton
Erin Megumi Gazdik
Abigail Lynne Giles
Michael Joseph Hanks
Chance Murry Hansen
Mitchell Scott Henderson
ShyAndrea LaJoyce Jackson
Andrew Scott James
David Hendrick Jorgensen
Suzzy Karen Kau
Parker Hudson Kelly
Adam Khalilullah
Chelsy Eunjin Kim
Evon Robert Kirby
Jacob Benjamin Knudsen
Stephen Brent Lind
Sumner Shannon Mahaffey
Tanner Winslow Manscill
Sara Emily McLaw
Peter Nicholas Molnar
Paul Erikson Monk
Mariana Moreira Monteiro
M. Jagger Moore
Casey Eliot Nealon
Michael Lyman Nielson
Spencer Seth Norawong
Jessica Abigail Nugent
Zachary Paul Olsen
Benjamin Timothy Parker
Holly Rebecca Parker
Lorien Pereyra
Pablo Isaak Perez-Castroman
Jacob Neil Peterson
Forrest Severn Quinn
Bentley Rawle
Jonathan Colby Richards
Brooklyn Dee Rosenhan
Brittany Yolanda Salinas
Tara Kay Skeen
Mason Duane Slade
Taylor Michelle Whitlock
Smith
Alexa Marie Spiroff
Erin Tapae
Madison Lorraine Thompson
Jedediah Dryden Trujillo
Kendra Cheyenne Wise

Department of Dance

DANCE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Wesley Conrad Valdez

AUGUST 2019
Mckenna Lyn Allred
McKell Marie Belnap
Krista Marie Cardenas
Benjamin Jose Cuque
Morgan Hartigan
Katelynn Ann Johnson
Erika Hubler Keele
Chantelle Angelique
LaFontaine
Joshua Yago Mora
Shanane Beth Sainsbury

JUNE 2019
Sariah Lynn Aronsohn
Donna A Rice

AUGUST 2019
Pamela Jo Mecham

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Joelle Katherine Chudleigh
Lauren Kilika Cockrell
Kelsey Loo Cox
Trina Lahee Craven
Stephen Tremain Davis
Seriah Dean
Hillary Hubbard
Sharah Lorna McGill
Bonnie Johansson Nielsen
Sean Junhyeung Oh

DANCE EDUCATION K-12

BACHELOR OF ARTS
APRIL 2019
Savannah Lynn Angle
Claire Tingey Clark
Lauren Nicole Evans
Jill Chrystine Foutz
Alyssa Jones Lyman
Allison Kay Moon
Adrienne Clark Whitworth

AUGUST 2019
Karlee Brotherton

Department of Design

ANIMATION

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Calvin Ward Boice
Thaddeus Todd Carlile
Christopher Joshua Gonzalez
Allison Christine Law
Erik Thomas Lechtenberg
Michael Ryan McCullough
Sergio Benjamin Puente
Austin Philip Rodriguez

APRIL 2019
Dyanara Casio Banaña
Hannah Lee Carver
Michelle Elizabeth Cole
Christopher Scott Fish
Chase Nicholas Hooper
Jessica Joan James
BreAnne Leigh Joyner
Sydney Adams King
Jedediah Zebediah Lion
Shannon Marie Lyman
Christine Mullins
Sabrina Tze Ying Ooi
Sloan Devin Hal Peterman
Andrew David Rios
Kaede Takeshige
Conner Allen Thompson
Megan Rika Young

AUGUST 2019
Riley Elton Hale
Alyssa Kaitlyn McNatt
Brett Edwin Turley

DESIGN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Joelle Katherine Chudleigh
Lauren Kilika Cockrell
Kelsey Loo Cox
Trina Lahee Craven
Stephen Tremain Davis
Seriah Dean
Hillary Hubbard
Sharah Lorna McGill
Bonnie Johansson Nielsen
Sean Junhyeung Oh
Talia Marin Ostraff
Ciara Spring Preator
Daniel Derek Pullan
Kaesen Grey Rasmussen
Tori Ann Skinner
Angelique Paige Steenhoek
Michelle Stevens
Lauren Elizabeth Stoner

JUNE 2019
Jordan Koontz Bangerter
Lindsay Nicole Beckstead
Sharissa Elaine Brown
Cassandra Leigh Carlson
Raquel Hansen Carr
Rachel Rounsiville
Christensen
Kayla Louise Clark
Anna Rebekah Dansie
Madison Leanne Devonshire
Kelsey Leigh Fackrell
Whitney Marie Firnaf
Bryson Dean Harper
Courtney Diana Hurley
Megan Ruth Jarvis

ILLUSTRATION
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Martin Dean Havran
Jonathan Erastus Snow

AUGUST 2019
Deise Anflor Misiuk
Meghan Nichole Clayburn
Sarah Kathleen Fudge
Elizabeth Sandra Hastain
Freyja Ch'taine Kohler
Eliza Anna Lange
Jules Larsen
Bram Linkowski
Courtney Grace McOmber
Michelle Anne Monk
Joan Unjeong Phillips
Camila De Jesus Rivero
De La Guarda

PHOTOGRAPHY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
APRIL 2019
Emmie Daniela Brower
Hailey Margaret Bryson
Abby Lee delWitt
Sienna Lauren Forsyth
Alec Francis
McCull Moss Keller
Katelyn Elizabeth Bready
Klima
Todd Augustus McAllister
Haley Bethanie Mosher
Brooke Pathakis
Mayra Irene Payne
Mary Jane Leavitt Rechter
Samantha Christine Rich
Ainsley Rose Romero
Christian Frank Santiago
Brynn Josie Thorn

JUNE 2019
Jennifer Elizabeth Beyer
Laura Ann McNeill
Mia Belle Meredith
Tiffany Blake Piller
Bryn Marie Rohner
Madeline White

MUSIC
BACHELOR OF ARTS
APRIL 2019
Mary Bishop Barfoot
Britney Susan Dodson
Makay Derrell Miller
Jared Burgoyne Neeley
Mackenzie Leigh Tolk
Mishawn Lynn Yardle

AUGUST 2019
Amy Shanae Jamison
Raymundo Owen Yazzie

MUSIC COMPOSITION
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DECEMBER 2018
Dyani Kristina Poor

APRIL 2019
Ryan James Miller

JUNE 2019
Elizabeth Louise Kartzchner
Clark Taylor Morley
Tressa Roberts Wixom

AUGUST 2019
Alexandra Leigh Angus

School of Music
KAIA MARIE ROSE
CAMILLE NICOLE STRAHL

APRIL 2019
Kylie Marie Decker
Matthew Hyrum Dewsnup
Kelsey Dominguez Eastmond
Miranda Evans
Ashley Nikole Eyre
Rachel Gunderson
Amy Michelle Johnson
Paige Marie Nicholson
Elizabeth Raye Thompson
Madison Ruthann Neil VanAudsal
Janine Warner Yates

JUNE 2019
Christopher Dennis Clegg
Shaylee Lynne Croxall
Jessica Michele Scott

AUGUST 2019
VanAusdal
Janine Warner Yates

MUSIC PERFORMANCE

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DECEMBER 2018
Laura Packer Blanchard
Erin Colleen Farnsworth
Chandra Mary Goodell
Alice H Johnson
Brooke Finlinson Marchant
Kirsten Leigh Thornton

APRIL 2019
Samantha Elizabeth Adair
Zachary Scott Adamson
Jade Alexandra Barnsworth
Catherine Anne Winters
Boyack
Amelia Kathleen Bruce
Rachel Bae Sorensen
Christensen
Luke Joseph Elmer
Kimberley Rachelle Farnsworth
Michelle Elizabeth Fletcher
Christian Joseph Hales
Tyler John Hall
Steven Michael Hardy
Parker Edison Hasler
Jesse Lorena Holmgren
Hannah Cape Johnson
Karina Michelle Leonard
Christopher Jed Madsen
Tessa Schuster Manzanarez
Hanna Mikell Packard
Joseph Ray Palmer
Eliza Ashley Randall
Deborah Ruth Robertson
Haley Rose Slade
Sadie Kaye Smith Stout
Grant Donovan Taylor
Samuel Calvert Utley
HwaiChing Natalie Wang
Adam Scott Woodward
Kathryn Noel Greenwell
Worsham
Tyler Yarbrough

JUNE 2019
Bradley Kaden Carr
Jessica Heather Denning
Clark Lewis Evans
Chanda Marie Staples
Kunzler
Lillian Rose Mattson
Madeleine Joanne Montgomery
Jessica Kathleen Riley

AUGUST 2019
Dominik Kovar Campora
Rachel Elise Madsen

SOUND RECORDING TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DECEMBER 2018
Stuart Barry Maxfield

Department of Theatre and Media Arts

ACTING

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Bradley Clayton Mackay
Emma Grace Widtfeldt
Sutton

APRIL 2019
Andrew John Groome
Madison Elizabeth Haws
Spencer McCabe Hansicker
Kenzie Pearl Jepperson
Derek William Johnson
Emily Michelle Moore

JUNE 2019
Jeanelle Long Huff

MEDIA ARTS STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Howard Clark Burbidge
Colton Michael Harold Elzev
Cassidy Rose Featherston
Christine Galvan Haug
Abbie Rose Herman
Sydney McMaster
Erik Samuel Naumann
Christopher Charles Nielsen
Kaden Rick Watson

APRIL 2019
Alana Coutu Anderson
Conor J Bennett
Stephanie Ruth Bogdan
Alicia Rae Bolick
Trevor Dean Bush
Andrew Michael Curley
Cristin Elisabeth Dickey
Elizabeth Elieson
Trevor Joseph Free
Hannah Marie Hansen
Hannah Kristine Holst
Oscar Ignacio Jiménez
Max Henry Johnson
William Roger Knowles Jr.
Emily Jane McNey
Heather Rose Moser
Kylier McKenzie Pusillo
Jared Kenneth Richardson
Ryan Mitchell Romanovitch
Devin Richard Sudweeks
Matthew Stoddard Taggart
Daniel Jack Taylor
Daniel Yen Tu

JUNE 2019
Robert Richard Chestnut
Emrys Mark Larsen
Rachel Aletta Hubert McWilliams
Zachary Troy Miller
J Celene Anderson Mitchell
Eleanor Marie Peatross
Luis Fernando Puente
Jenna Brooke Rasmussen

AUGUST 2019
Theodore Barrett Burgin
Claire Elise Cotten
Austin James Davis
Abigail Claire Nielsen
Hunsaker
Mariah Leigh Johnson
Marcelle León
Rollins Michael Wimber
Abby Diane Woods

MUSIC DANCE THEATRE

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DECEMBER 2018
Carolyn Elizabeth Keller

APRIL 2019
Hanna Cutler Christensen
Hannah Pyper Dalley
Heather Jeannine Jeffries
Dayne Arthur Jenner
Ellora Dalyn Lattin
Elizabeth Fowler Lloyd
Breearna Marlene Mandla
Kira Stone Miles
Ashton Taylor Wight
Daniel Bruce Wallentine

JUNE 2019
Meagan “Meg” Elizabeth Flinders

AUGUST 2019
Kathleen Primrose Higbee
Channing Christine Weir
Candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of all requirements.
University Honors

Students graduating with University Honors have completed several interdisciplinary general education courses, performed educational service or studied in a foreign setting, written an interdisciplinary essay and a thesis, and defended their thesis in their major discipline.

APRIL 2019
Christian Joseph Hales
Major: Music Performance
Thesis: I Hear Dead People: Addressing the Discord Between Museum Culture and Contemporary Classical Music

APRIL 2019
Teya Christine Jensen
Major: Communications & Russian
Thesis: 'AOA—Comparing Expressions of Humor Used in Memes by Russian and English Speakers

JUNE 2019
Jacob Anthony Frazier
Major: Communications
Thesis: On Personal Identity and Persuasive Media

JUNE 2019
Emily Janeen Ashcraft
Major: Communications

JUNE 2019
Theodore Barrett Burgin
Major: Media Arts Studies
Thesis: Father of Man: An Exploration of the Afterlife in Cinema Creative

AUGUST 2019
Emily Janeen Ashcraft
Major: Communications

College Convocation Committee

Bridget Benton, Arts Production
Shayla Bott, Department of Dance
Kris Boyle, School of Communications
Julee Braithwaite, Advisement Center
Tara Carpenter Estrada, Department of Art
Jeff Carter, Arts Production
April Clayton, School of Music
Jeremy Grimshaw, Dean's Office
David Habben, Department of Design
Michael Handley, Arts Production
Eric Hansen, School of Music
Scott Holden, School of Music
Laura Holt, School of Music
Amy Petersen Jensen, Dean's Office
Rebecca Ott, Dean's Office
Jared Patching, Arts Production
Russell Richins, Arts Production
Troy Streeter, Arts Production
Doug Thomas, Department of Design
Timothy Threlfall, Department of Theatre and Media Arts
Robert Wakefield, School of Communications
Jen Watson, Department of Art

June and August candidates for graduation who will receive the scholastic honors summa cum laude, magna cum laude, and cum laude will have this designation indicated on their individual diplomas and transcripts after final grades are posted.
Because I Have Been Given Much

Because I have been given much, I too must give;  
Because of thy great bounty, Lord, each day I live
I shall divide my gifts from thee  
With ev’ry brother that I see
Who has the need of help from me.

Because I have been sheltered, fed by thy good care,  
I cannot see another’s lack and I not share
My glowing fire, my loaf of bread,  
My roof’s safe shelter overhead,
That he too may be comforted.

Because I have been blessed by thy great love, dear Lord,  
I’ll share thy love again, according to thy word.
I shall give love to those in need;  
I’ll show that love by word and deed:
Thus shall my thanks be thanks indeed.
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